
Reduced Stress for Internal Teams
Relieve the burden on your IT staff,

allowing them to concentrate
on critical initiatives.

Faster Support
Benefit from prompt response times

and efficient issue resolution.

Minimized Disruptions
Experience fewer disruptions and

optimized system performance.

Predictable Budgeting
Enjoy the peace of mind that comes 
with predictable IT costs.

Industry-Specific Expertise
Access specialized knowledge and
guidance tailored to your industry.

Your IT requirements are constantly evolving, and so are your team's responsibilities.
By partnering with Omega Systems, you can offload ongoing tasks, enabling your team
to focus on strategic projects that add value to your organization. We bring innovative
technology tools and expert guidance to enhance the effectiveness of your IT program,
providing the support and resources you need when you need them.

When resources, bandwidth or experience are limited, turn to Omega 

for professional MSP expertise to lead or support projects & initiatives.

Unleash Your Team's Potential with Co-Managed IT 

Decreased Downtime
Proactive monitoring and quick
troubleshooting lead to reduced
downtime.

In today's dynamic business landscape, even the most efficient internal IT departments
can benefit from additional support to navigate the complexities of infrastructure
management, cybersecurity threats, and maintaining peak performance. That's where
co-managed IT services come in. At Omega Systems, we offer a valuable solution that
combines the control and convenience of an in-house IT team with the expertise and
scalability of a trusted managed services provider (MSP).

Co-Managed IT Services

Benefits of Choosing Omega Systems'
Co-Managed IT Services:



Protect Your Data and Operations
 

Backup and Disaster Recovery 
Data availability is crucial for business

continuity. Our customizable backup
and retention solutions, paired with

aggressive Recovery Time Objectives
(RTOs), guarantee the protection and

accessibility of your critical data.
Regular diagnostic reports enable you
to monitor your backup infrastructure

effectively.
 
 

Streamline Your Transformation 

Cloud Management & Migration 
If you're considering embracing the
cloud, our expert consultants can help
you determine the ideal hosting
solution and support you throughout
the migration process. We ensure
availability and performance while
customizing infrastructure and
implementing robust security
measures.

Ensure Smooth Operations 
 

NOC & Escalation Services
Even the most advanced technologies

can encounter unexpected failures.
Omega Systems' Smart Response NOC

and escalation services provide a
proactive and efficient response
protocol to address IT requests

promptly, preventing operational
disruptions and mitigating larger

infrastructure issues.
 

Unlock the Full Potential of Your IT Program with Co-Managed Services

Safeguard Your Business 

Cybersecurity Management 
Cyber threats are constantly
evolving, demanding significant
resources to stay ahead. Omega
Systems offers proactive monitoring,  
vulnerability scanning, unified threat
management, and outsourced SIEM
and SOC services. Our experienced
team ensures that your operations
remain secure and uninterrupted,
while relieving you of the time-
consuming task of monitoring,
managing, and reporting on security
threats.

Co-managed IT services from Omega Systems optimize productivity, enhance
cybersecurity, and provide faster resolution of IT issues. Our certified technicians 
and consultants bring deep expertise to your organization, enabling you to focus 
on strategic priorities and stay up-to-date with the latest technology 
advancements.

Partner with Omega Systems, your trusted provider of 
co-managed IT services and ad hoc support. Our approach
enhances security, reliability, and efficiency without
straining your internal staff. 

+  omegasystemscorp.com
+  (610) 678-7002
+  connect@omegasystemscorp.com 

Let's Connect!
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